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To the Audit Committee of Scottish Water

We are pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you on 27 August 2019 

to discuss our audit of the consolidated financial statements of Scottish Water, 

as at and for the year ending 31 March 2020. 

This report outlines our risk assessment and planned audit approach and is 

being provided to you in advance of the meeting to allow you sufficient time 

to consider the key matters and formulate your questions.

We believe the content of this report should provide a good platform for our 

discussion when we meet and we will be pleased to elaborate on matters 

covered in it at the meeting.

The engagement team 

The senior team involved in the engagement benefits from continuity and 

they are supported by specialists, all of whom work with a variety of public

sector bodies. The senior members of the audit team are set out below and 

relevant contact details are provided on the back page of this report.

— Hugh Harvie – Engagement Leader;

— Michael Wilkie – Engagement Director; and

— Kevin Ramsamy – Engagement Senior Manager.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the directors and management 

for their continuing help and co-operation throughout our work.

Yours sincerely,

Hugh Harvie

Partner

19 August 2019

Introduction

Scope definition

Audit Scotland has appointed KPMG LLP as auditor of Scottish Water in 

accordance with the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000. 

The period of appointment is 2016-17 to 2020-21, inclusive.

How we deliver audit quality

Audit quality is at the core of everything we do at KPMG and we believe that 

it is not just about reaching the right opinion, but how we reach that opinion. 

We define ‘audit quality’ as being the outcome when audits are:

— Executed consistently, in line with the requirements and intent of applicable 

professional standards within a strong system of quality controls; and

— All of our related activities are undertaken in an environment of the utmost 

level of objectivity, independence, ethics and integrity.

Our 2019-20 audit activities will include:

— an audit of the financial statements and provision of an opinion on whether 

the financial statements:

– give a true and fair view in accordance with the Water Industry 

(Scotland) Act 2002 and directions made thereunder by the Scottish 

Ministers of the affairs of Scottish Water as at 31 March 2020 and of the 

income and expenditure of the group for the year then ended; and

– have been prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the 

European Union, as interpreted and adapted by the 2019-20 FReM and in 

accordance with the requirements of the Water Industry (Scotland) Act 2002;

— completion of returns to Audit Scotland, Water Industry Commission for 

Scotland and certification of Whole of Government Accounts;

— a review and assessment of Scottish Water’s governance arrangements, 

including a review of the adequacy of internal audit and review of the 

governance statement; and

— a review of National Fraud Initiative arrangements.

In addition to responsibilities under our appointment by Audit Scotland, 

Scottish Water has appointed us as auditor of its subsidiaries and for the 

provision of an opinion in respect of review of the interim financial statements.
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Group materiality

We determined materiality for Scottish Water’s financial statements at 

a level which could reasonably be expected to influence the economic 

decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements. 

We consider ‘total expenditure’ as an appropriate benchmark given 

the sector in which the entity operates, its ownership and financing 

structure, and the focus of users.

Group materiality for planning purposes has been based on prior 

year’s total expenditure which stood at £1.21 billion. We will review 

the level of materiality on receipt of draft accounts for 2019-20.

Reporting threshold

Whilst our audit procedures are designed to identify misstatements 

which are material to our opinion on the financial statements as 

a whole, we also report to the Audit Committee any unadjusted 

misstatements of lesser amounts to the extent that these are identified 

by our audit work.

This is in line with the Code of Audit Practice and ISA 260 (UK&I) 

‘Communications with those charged with governance’, under which 

we are obligated to report uncorrected omissions or misstatements 

other than those which are ‘clearly trivial’ to those charged with 

governance and this has been set at £0.25 million.

If management has corrected material misstatements identified during 

the course of the audit, we will consider whether those corrections 

should be communicated to the Audit Committee to assist it in 

fulfilling its governance responsibilities.

Overview of planned scope including materiality

Materiality

£12 Million

1% total expenditure

[PY: £11.8 Million]

Reporting threshold

£250,000

[PY: £250,000]

Our materiality levels
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Significant risks, key audit matters and other areas of focus

Our risk assessment draws upon our knowledge of the business, the industry 

and the wider economic environment in which Scottish Water operates. 

We also use our regular meetings with senior management to update our 

understanding and take input from component audit teams and internal 

audit reports.

The risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the 

likelihood of a material financial statement error have been identified as:

Notes

Note 1 – the other areas of focus on amortisation of intangible assets and profit 

recognition relate to Scottish Water Business Stream Limited and Scottish 

Water Horizon Limited respectively;

Note 2 – this relates to the Yorkshire Water acquisition by Scottish Water Business 

Stream and has been added as an other area of focus in the current year; and

Note 3 – we draw attention that we have removed the significant risk related 

to onerous contract provision (which applied to Scottish Water Services 

(Grampian) Limited) and the prior year key audit matter relating to the 

purchase of new entities as it was specific to the acquisition of the NE 

of Scotland entities.

Timing of our audit and communications

We will maintain communication led by our management team throughout 

the audit. We set out below the form, timing and general content of our 

planned communications:

— Kick-off meeting with management where we present our draft audit plan 

outlining our audit approach and discuss management’s progress in key 

areas. This took place on 8 August 2019;

— Audit committee meeting on 27 August 2019 where we present our audit plan;

— Status meetings with management where we communicate progress 

on the audit plan, any misstatements, control deficiencies and significant 

issues. These meetings will take place regularly during the audit cycle 

and will be agreed with management shortly;

— Closing meeting with management in early May 2020 where we discuss 

the auditor’s report and any outstanding deliverables; and

— Audit committee meeting on 20 May 2020 where we communicate audit 

misstatements and significant control deficiencies.

Group audit

In addition to Scottish Water we deem Scottish Water Business Stream 

Limited, Aberdeen Environmental Services Limited and Scottish Water 

Services (Grampian) Limited to be significant in the context of the group audit 

and we also consider that risk-focussed audit procedures in respect of profit 

recognition are necessary for Scottish Water Horizons. Together these entities 

account for 99% of the group’s result.

We will report the following matters in the annual audit report:

— Materiality in respect of each subsidiary;

— efficiencies in the system of internal controls or instances of fraud which 

we identify; and

— limitations on the group audit, for example, where the access 

to information may have been restricted.

Overview of planned scope including materiality (cont.)

Significant 

risks

— Management override of controls fraud risk (assumed risk 

per ISA 240)

— Fraud risk from revenue recognition (assumed risk per ISA 240)

Key audit 

matters

— Capital additions

— Bad debts provision

— Pension liability

Other 

areas 

of focus

— Intangible asset amortisation (Note 1)

— Profit recognition (Note 1)

— Income uncertainty provision

— Credit note provision

— Purchase accounting (Note 2)

— Going concern
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Wider scope

We are required to assess and provide conclusions in the Annual Audit Report in respect of four wider scope dimensions: financial sustainability; financial

management; governance and transparency; and value for money. We set out below an overview of our approach to wider scope requirements of our annual

audit. We provide our 2018-19 risk assessment in respect of these areas on the next page. We will provide narrative on these and other areas in the Annual

Audit Report where relevant.

In doing so we consider:

— Scottish Water’s own assessment of the risks it faces, and its 

arrangements to manage and address its risks.

— Evidence gained from previous audit work, including the response to that 

work; and

— The work of other stakeholders, such as the Water Industry Commission 

for Scotland.

Risk assessment

We consider the relevance and significance of the potential 

business risks faced by public bodies, and other risks that 

apply specifically to Scottish Water. These are the significant 

operational and financial risks in achieving statutory functions 

and objectives, which are relevant to auditors’ responsibilities 

under the Code of Audit Practice. If we identify significant wider scope risks, we will highlight the risk 

to Scottish Water and consider the most appropriate audit response 

in each case, including:

— Considering the results of work by Scottish Water and other 

stakeholders; and

— Carrying out local risk-based work to form a view on the adequacy 

of Scottish Water’s arrangements for securing value for money.

If any issues are identified that may be significant to this assessment, 

and in particular if there are issues that indicate we may need to consider 

qualifying our wider scope conclusion, we will discuss these with 

management as soon as possible. Such issues will also be considered 

more widely as part of KPMG’s quality control processes, to help ensure 

the consistency of auditors’ decisions.

Approach

Identification of significant risks

The Code identifies a matter as significant ‘if, in the auditor’s 

professional view, it is reasonable to conclude that the matter 

would be of interest to the audited body or the wider public. 

Significance has both qualitative and quantitative aspects.’

Concluding on wider scope

At the conclusion of the wider scope audit we will consider 

the results of the work undertaken and assess the assurance 

obtained against each of the wider scope audit dimensions.

Reporting

We have completed our initial wider scope risk assessment 

and have not identified any significant risks. We will update our 

assessment throughout the year and should any issues present 

themselves we will report them in our Annual Audit Report.

We will report on the results of the wider scope through our Annual Audit 

Report. This will summarise any specific matters arising, and the basis for 

our overall conclusion.
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Wider scope (cont.)

Value for moneyGovernance and transparency

Financial sustainabilityFinancial management

Remuneration 

disclosures

Potential risk type: Wider scope Emerging (2018-19)

Capital programme

Response to fraud

Budgetary controls

Authorisation and 

approvals

Complying with 

FReM disclosure 

requirements

Budget setting

and monitoring

Procurement

arrangements

Business planning

Decision making

EU withdrawal

Dependency 

on key suppliers

Changing landscape for 

public financial management

UK Corporate 

Governance Code 

compliance

Performance at 

a Glance KPIs

Openness 

and transparency

Internal audit & corporate governance 

arrangements

2019-20 emerging 

risk to be added

Risk assessment

We have not identified any financial statement significant risks in relation to wider scope . The key aspects of Scottish Water’s arrangements 

which we intend to consider in respect of wider scope responsibilities are set out below . The chart below summarises the areas we commented 

on in our 2018-19 audit. We draw attention to the fact that Audit Scotland is yet to release its 2019 -20 guidance on audit planning.

Note that no assessment of risk is meant to be indicated by the placement of items on the chart.
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The application of the significant risks, key audit matters and other areas of focus to each group entity is summarised in the table below.

Audit risks and our audit approach

Significant risks, key 

audit matters and other 

areas of focus

Scottish 

Water

Scottish 

Water 

Business 

Stream 

Limited

Scottish 

Water 

Business 

Stream 

Holdings 

Limited

Scottish 

Water 

Solutions 

2 Limited

Aberdeen 

Environmental 

Services 

Limited

Scottish 

Water 

Horizons 

Limited

Scottish 

Water 

Horizon 

Holdings 

Limited

Scottish 

Water 

Services 

(Grampian) 

Limited

Bandwidth 

Energy 

Limited

Significant risks

Fraud risk from management 

override of controls
        

Fraud risk from revenue 

recognition


Key audit matters

Capital additions 

Bad debt provision  

Pension liability  

Other areas of focus

Intangible asset amortisation 

Profit recognition 

Income uncertainty provision 

Credit note provision  

Purchase accounting 

Going concern         
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In accordance with paragraph 19A of ISA 700, we are required to describe in our financial statements audit opinion those assessed risks 

of material misstatement which have the greatest effect on the overall audit strategy, the allocation of resources in the audit and directing 

the efforts of the engagement team. A description of each of the significant risks, key audit matters and areas of focus are given hereafter.

Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Significant 

risk

Why Audit approach

Fraud risk 

from 

management 

override 

of controls

Professional standards require us to communicate 

the fraud risk from management override of controls 

as a significant risk; as management is typically 

in a unique position to perpetrate fraud because 

of its ability to manipulate accounting records 

and prepare fraudulent financial statements 

by overriding controls that otherwise appear 

to be operating effectively.

— Our audit methodology incorporates the risk of management override as a default 

significant risk. We have not identified any specific additional risks of management 

override relating to the audit of Scottish Water;

— In line with our methodology, we will carry out appropriate controls testing and 

substantive procedures, including over journal entries, accounting estimates and 

significant transactions that are outside the normal course of business, or are 

otherwise unusual;

— We will evaluate accounting estimates; and

— Oversight of finances by management provides additional review of potential 

material errors caused by management override of controls.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Significant 

risk

Why Audit approach

Fraud risk 

from revenue 

recognition 

(Scottish 

Water 

Business

Stream)

Professional standards require us to make a 

rebuttable presumption that the fraud risk from 

revenue recognition is a significant risk.

Due to the reduction in customer base as more 

competitors enter the market and cost pressures on 

Business Stream, we have not rebutted this risk for 

this entity only.

Additionally, accrued revenue is estimated based on 

historical data from past bills to create an 

expectation of the unbilled amount between the last 

bill and the year end. This introduces a further risk 

around the estimation of revenue

Our procedures in respect of the risk in Scottish Water Business Stream include:

— Performing cut off testing to assess whether sales transactions are recognised 

in the correct period;

— Consider testing general IT controls of the automated HiAffinity billing system 

to ensure integrity;

— Considering the deferral of revenue recognised in respect of advanced billing 

to ensure this is appropriate;

— Challenge of assumption used in estimating the unbilled portion of revenue 

at the year end;

— Performing a reconciliation of all cash, debtors and accrued revenue for the 

year; and

— Considering the approach to recognising revenue in respect of vacant properties 

and shared supplies.

We rebut the risk in respect of Scottish Water and other subsidiaries. 

— For Scottish Water, we will request confirmation of household revenue from 

individual local authorities;

— For Scottish Water Horizons Limited, revenue is recognised based on 

contract values;

— Revenue from foreign operations relates to consultancy services with no complex 

recognition criteria expected; and

— For Scottish Water Solutions 2 Limited, income mainly relates to management 

fees which is non-complex in nature.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Key audit 

matter

Why Audit approach

Capital 

additions

Capital additions are significant, comprising the 

largest element of Scottish Water’s annual 

expenditure, related to the delivery plan for 

regulated activities for the period 2015-16 to 2020-21. 

Directors are incentivised across a number 

of financial and other measures including profit 

and completion of capital investment programmes.

There is judgement involved in the allocation of 

expenditure between capital additions and revenue 

which can affect profit and investment measures 

reported in the financial statements.

Our audit approach includes:

Control design

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls over the allocation 

of costs between capital and revenue within the financial ledger at the project 

initiation stage and on an ongoing basis; and

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls over the consistency 

between total capital expenditure reported in the financial statements and that 

reported in reports to those charged with governance as part of ongoing capital 

project monitoring.

Tests of detail

— Comparing the reports of Scottish Water’s capital project monitoring group to the 

capital additions recorded in the financial statements;

— Use of sampling methods to evaluate the appropriateness of the classification of 

expenditure as capital by considering the nature of the expenditure with reference 

to invoice, certificate or timesheets and considering the application of the relevant 

policies and accounting standards;

— Assessing a sample of items allocated to revenue expenditure to determine 

whether they are correctly classified by considering the application of relevant 

accounting policies;

— Review of manual journals; and

— Testing material disposals, by reference to supporting documentation.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Key audit 

matter

Why Audit approach

Bad debt 

provision

There are a number of assumptions included in the 

calculation of the bad debt provision; the most 

sensitive of these is the overall forecast collection 

rate based on historical data.

Scottish Water

Household bad debt provision

As at 31 March 2019, the Scottish Water regulated 

business reported a household revenue debtor of 

£435.5m (2018: £422.6m) and a corresponding bad debt 

provision of £399.0m (2018: £388.2m) on household 

billings from all years dating back to 1996-97. 

Household water debt is a statutory debt 

recoverable from the occupier. The household 

billing and cash collection is performed by local 

authorities and cannot be influenced by Scottish 

Water.

Scottish Water Business Stream

General

There is an inherent risk of error such that incorrect 

assumptions are made about the provision, with the 

total provision being £23.9 million in 2019, which 

includes £17.9 million relating to non-vacant 

properties (vacant properties separately considered)

Vacant properties

Within the operating expenditure for Business Stream 

for 2019, there were bad debt charges of £7.3 million, 

with £0.5 million relating to vacant properties.

Due to the level of judgment required to conclude 

on the level of provision required by management, 

we consider this to be of significance.

Our procedures include:

Control design

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls over the review and 

approval of the provision and associated assumptions, by those charged with 

governance during the year and at the year end. 

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls in respect of the 

reconciliation of information provided on a monthly basis by local authorities to 

Scottish Water (for household bad debt provision) in respect of amounts billed and 

collected. This historical information forms the basis of the forecast collection rate.

Tests of detail

— We will compare the information on historical collection rates as the basis for the 

current year provision calculation, to the records held in respect of prior years.

— We will agree the total amount billed and collected in respect of 2019-20, as 

recorded in Scottish Water’s records, to confirmations received from individual 

local authorities for household debtors.

— We will evaluate the adequacy of the provisions against vacant property 

receivables (for Scottish Water Business Stream) by critically assessing the 

assumptions made in determining the level of provision. This will be performed 

using historical write-off and collection data in order to assess the levels of 

recoverability across the portfolio of vacant property receivables. 

Historical comparison

— We will compare the change in forecast collection rate in the current year, to the 

historical trend of increasing collection rates since 1996-97. 

Sensitivity analysis

— We will perform sensitivity analysis and challenge management in respect of the 

forecast collection rate by increasing and decreasing it based on our judgement 

and assessing the impact on the provision.

Assessing transparency

— We will assess the disclosure of sensitivities by the Directors, and description 

of the provision in the financial statements.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Key audit 

matter

Why Audit approach

Pension 

liability

Small changes in the assumptions and estimates 

used to value the pension obligation (before 

deducting scheme assets) would have a significant 

effect on the net pension liability.

Employees of Scottish Water participate in the 

Scottish Local Government Pension Scheme through

three funds; North East Scotland pension fund, the 

Lothian pension fund and the Strathclyde pension 

fund.

As at 31 March 2019, the pension liability was 

£206.1m (2018: £145.5m).

Our audit approach to IAS19 includes:

Control design

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls over the provision 

of membership information to the actuary who uses it, together with the 

assumptions, to calculate the pension obligation.

Benchmarking assumptions

— Challenging, with the support of our own actuarial specialists, the key assumptions 

applied, being the discount rate, inflation rate and mortality/life expectancy against 

externally derived data.

— Challenging the rate of increase in the pensionable salaries assumption, by 

comparing it to other evidence such as the regulatory delivery plan and our 

understanding of Scottish Government expectations.

Assessing transparency

— Considering the adequacy of the disclosures in respect of the sensitivity of the 

deficit to these assumptions. 

Our approach to the audit of pension schemes continues to include enhanced quality 

procedures, accordingly, we will liaise with the scheme actuaries and fund auditors 

regarding the underlying data and procedures at those entities.

During 2019-20, we expect to further consider the effect of Guaranteed Minimum 

Pension (‘GMP’) and McCloud case rulings on the IAS 19 liability.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Other areas 

of focus

Why Audit approach

Intangible 

asset 

amortisation 

(Scottish 

Water 

Business 

Stream)

Following the acquisition of the non-domestic 

business customer list of Southern Water an 

intangible asset was recognised and is subject 

to amortisation.

Amortisation of the customer list is judgemental 

being based upon the period of time over which the 

business is expected to benefit from this intangible.

Our procedures include:

Sensitivity analysis

— Performing sensitivity analysis and challenge management over the expected life 

of the customer list by increasing and decreasing each based upon our judgement.

Tests of detail

— Comparing the expected customer attrition rate with that experienced in the period 

since acquisition to assess management’s assessment of customer retention rates 

(i.e. the period over which the business is expected to benefit from this intangible).

Assessing transparency

— We will assess the disclosure of the intangible asset and relevant information 

surrounding the valuation sensitivities, in the financial statements 

Profit 

recognition 

(Scottish 

Water 

Horizons)

Scottish Water Horizons recognises revenue on 

construction activities based on the percentage 

completion method. As revenue is agreed on 

entering into the contract, there is a risk that the 

profit margin is not recognised consistently across 

the life of the project due to inaccurate budgeting 

with either too much or too little cost being released.

Our procedures include:

— testing of key controls around the project management process including 

allocation of costs to projects and challenge of project managers on budgeting 

and costs to complete; and

— detailed testing of specific contracts in the year which are significant by nature 

or value. 
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Other areas 

of focus

Why Audit approach

Income 

uncertainty 

provision

There are a number of assumptions included in the 

calculation of the income uncertainty provision; the 

most sensitive of these is the overall forecast 

collection rate based on historical data.

As the number of licensed providers increases, and 

complexity of revenue charged by those providers 

increases, there is increasing uncertainty. 

This includes the approach to vacant charging 

(and ability to recover income due) and in respect 

of billing shared supplies.

As at 31 March 2019, the Scottish Water company 

income uncertainty provision was £32m

(2018: £19.5m). 

Our procedures include:

Control design

— Testing the design and operating effectiveness of controls over the review and 

approval of the provision and associated assumptions.

Tests of detail

— Comparing the information on historical billings and updated billed amounts, 

recorded by Scottish Water as the basis for the current year provision calculation, 

to the records held in respect of prior years;

— Agreeing a sample of movements in the provision to confirmations received 

from the Competition and Markets Authority and obtaining copies of the final 

settlements for previous periods; and

— Reviewing the closing provision in respect of Scottish Water Business Stream 

and relevant agreements reached in respect of prior periods.

Historical comparison

— Comparing the provision for other third party licenced providers 

to historical information. 

Credit note 

provision

There is a risk that credit notes will have to be issued 

due to previous billing adjustments. This is 

applicable to both Scottish Water (adjustments 

to household billings issued by Councils in respect 

of prior years) and Scottish Water Business Stream 

(relating to business customers).

As at 31 March 2019, the credit note provision 

for Scottish Water (company) was £44.4m

(2018: £47.8m)

Our procedures include:

Scottish Water Business Stream

— Critically assessing the assumptions made in determining the level of provision, 

with reference to data observed subsequent to and at prior year ends; and

— Performing sensitivity analysis on the provision model.

Scottish Water (company)

— Comparing the provision made in each of the past five years, with the provision 

that would now be made by management, with the benefit of having now obtained 

additional information on the required credit notes in respect of those and prior years.
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Audit risks and our audit approach (cont.)

Other areas 

of focus

Why Audit approach

Purchase 

accounting 

(Scottish 

Water 

Business 

Stream)

Following the Yorkshire Water acquisition, a purchase 

price allocation exercise will be required in order to 

ascertain the fair value of the asset and liabilities 

acquired, and any resulting goodwill.

The key element of this is the valuation of the 

customer list acquired, which is a separately 

identifiable intangible assets. This will be calculated 

using a discounted cash flow model which will be 

based upon expected sales, less direct costs and 

incremental costs incurred with taking on the new 

customers, discounted at an appropriate rate. 

Amortisation of the customer list is judgemental 

being based upon the period of time over which the 

business is expected to benefit from this intangible.

Any goodwill will be subject to an annual 

impairment review.

Our procedures will include:

Benchmarking assumptions

— Challenging the key assumptions applied in ascertaining the value of the customer 

list, specifically the discount rate, against external derived data.

Sensitivity analysis

— Performing sensitivity analysis over both the discount rate and expected life of the 

customer list by increasing and decreasing each based upon our judgement and 

assessing the impact.

Test of detail

— Assessing the accuracy of the forecast data used in valuing the customer list 

to actual results post acquisition (sales, direct and incremental costs); and

— Comparing the expected customer attrition rate with that experienced in the period 

since the acquisition to assess management’s assessment of customer retention 

rates (i.e. the period over which the business is expected to benefit from this 

intangible asset).

Assessing transparency

— We will assess the disclosure of the transaction and relevant information 

surrounding the valuation sensitivities, in the financial statements.

Going

concern

All entities are required to provide appropriate 

disclosure in the financial statements in regard 

to the going concern assumption.

Under ISAs (UK) we are ultimately required to report 

to you if we have anything material to add or 

to draw attention to in relation to the Directors’ 

statement, set out in the Annual Report and 

Accounts about whether they considered it 

appropriate to adopt the going concern basis 

in preparing the financial statements.

Our procedures will include:

— reviewing cash flow forecasts;

— reviewing the repayment profile for government borrowing and the external 

financing limited;

— reviewing the regulatory delivery plan update and considering the associated 

economic assumptions against our commercial understanding; and

— Considering the business plan progress.
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Mandated communications with the Audit Committee
Appendix 1

Type Statements

Management’s responsibilities 

(and, where appropriate, those 

charged with governance)

Prepare financial statements in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework that are free 

from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Provide the auditor with access to all information relevant to the preparation of the financial statements, 

additional information requested and unrestricted access to persons within the entity.

Auditor’s responsibilities Our engagement letter dated 31 May 2016 (page 1 - section 1) communicates our responsibilities to form 

and express an opinion on the financial statements that have been prepared by management with the 

oversight of those charged with governance. The audit of the financial statements does not relieve 

management or those charged with governance of their responsibilities.

Auditor’s responsibilities -

Fraud

This report communicates how we plan to identify, assess and obtain sufficient appropriate evidence 

regarding the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements due to fraud and to implement 

appropriate responses to fraud or suspected fraud identified during the audit.

Independence Our independence confirmation in the next page refer to matters relating to our independence and 

objectivity including any relationships that may bear on the firm’s independence and the integrity and 

objectivity of the audit engagement partner and audit staff. 
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Assessment of our objectivity and independence as auditor 

of Scottish Water

Professional ethical standards require us to provide to you at the planning 

stage of the audit a written disclosure of relationships (including the provision 

of non-audit services) that bear on KPMG LLP’s objectivity and independence, 

the threats to KPMG LLP’s independence that these create, any safeguards that 

have been put in place and why they address such threats, together with any 

other information necessary to enable KPMG LLP’s objectivity and 

independence to be assessed. 

This letter is intended to comply with this requirement and facilitate a 

subsequent discussion with you on audit independence and addresses:

— General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity;

— Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision 

of non- audit services; and

— Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other matters.

We will communicate any significant judgments made about threats to objectivity 

and independence and the appropriateness of safeguards put in place.

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity

KPMG LLP is committed to being and being seen to be independent. As part

of our ethics and independence policies, all KPMG LLP partners and staff

annually confirm their compliance with our ethics and independence policies 

and procedures including in particular that they have no prohibited

shareholdings. Our ethics and independence policies and procedures are fully 

consistent with the requirements of the FRC Ethical Standards. As a result we 

have underlying safeguards in place to maintain independence through:

— Instilling professional values;

— Communications;

— Internal accountability;

— Risk management; and

— Independent reviews.

We are satisfied that our general procedures support our independence 

and objectivity.

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision 

of non-audit services

We have considered the fees charged by us to Scottish Water Group 

for professional services provided by us during the reporting period. 

Total fees charged by us for the period ended 31 March 2019 can be analysed 

as follows:

The ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees for the year was 0.01:1. We do not 

consider that the total non-audit fees create a self-interest threat since the 

absolute level of fees is not significant to our firm as a whole. 

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other

matters

There are no other matters that, in our professional judgment, bear on our 

independence which need to be disclosed to the Audit Committee.

Confirmation of audit independence

We confirm that as of the date of this letter, in our professional judgment,

KPMG LLP is independent within the meaning of regulatory and professional 

requirements and the objectivity of the partner and audit staff is not impaired.

This report is intended solely for the information of the Audit Committee 

of Scottish Water and should not be used for any other purposes.

We would be very happy to discuss the matters identified above (or any 

other matters relating to our objectivity and independence) should you

wish to do so.

Yours faithfully

KPMG LLP

Auditor independence

Services provided to the Scottish Water and its group 

in respect of:

2018-19

(ex VAT)

Audit of the financial statements and associated services 311,731

Total non-audit services 2,896

Appendix 2
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Timeline
Appendix 3

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPSEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MARAUG

Planning & Half-yearly

fieldwork

Year-end 

fieldwork

Year-end

planning

refresh FY-20 Debrief

Interim

fieldwork

Half-year Joint Report 

& interim statement

Audit plan and 

strategy report

Year-end Joint Report, 

AAR & Statutory 

accounts signing

NFI 

Questionnaire

WoGA 

Return

2019 2020

Planning & Half-Year 

fieldwork

Control evaluation 

& interim

Substantive 

testing
Completion
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Audit Scotland has yet to communicate the indicative fee range for 2019-20. 

An expected fee is calculated by Audit Scotland to each entity within its remit. This expected fee is made up of four elements:

— Auditor remuneration;

— Pooled costs;

— Contribution to Audit Scotland’s Performance Audit and Best Value team; and

— Contribution to Audit Scotland costs.

The expected fee for each body assumes that it has sound governance arrangements in place and operating effectively throughout the year,

prepares comprehensive and accurate draft accounts and meets the agreed timetable for the audit.

We will discuss the proposed fees with management regarding the auditor remuneration for 2019-20. Should we be required to undertake

significant additional audit work in respect of any of the areas of audit focus or other matters arise, we will discuss with management the 

impact of this on our proposed fee.

Fees
Appendix 4
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We are required to 

consider fraud and the 

impact that this has on our 

audit approach.

We will update our risk 

assessment throughout 

the audit process and 

adapt our approach 

accordingly.

Responsibility in relation to fraud
Appendix 5

— Adopt sound 

accounting policies;

— With oversight from 

those charged with 

governance, 

establish and 

maintain internal 

control, including 

controls to prevent, 

deter and detect fraud;

— Establish proper 

tone/culture/ethics;

— Require periodic 

confirmation by 

employees of their 

responsibilities;

— Take appropriate 

action in response 

to actual, suspected 

or alleged fraud; and

— Disclose to Audit 

Committee and 

auditors:

̶ any significant 

deficiencies in 

internal controls; 

and

̶ any fraud 

involving those 

with a significant 

role in internal 

controls.

Management

responsibilities

— Review of accounting 

policies;

— Results of analytical 

procedures;

— Procedures to 

identify fraud 

risk factors;

— Discussion amongst 

engagement 

personnel;

— Enquiries of 

management, Audit 

Committee, and 

others; and

— Evaluate broad 

programmes and 

controls that 

prevent, deter, 

and detect fraud.

— Accounting policy 

assessment;

— Evaluate design of 

mitigating controls;

— Test effectiveness 

of controls;

— Address 

management 

override of controls;

— Perform substantive 

audit procedures;

— Evaluate all audit 

evidence; and

— Communicate to 

Audit Committee 

and management.

— Whilst we consider 

the risk of fraud at 

the financial 

statement level to be 

low, we will monitor 

the following areas 

throughout the year 

and adapt our audit 

approach 

accordingly.

̶ Revenue 

recognition;

̶ Cash;

̶ Procurement;

̶ Management 

control override; 

and

̶ Assessment of 

the impact of 

identified fraud.

KPMG’s 

identification

of fraud risk factors

KPMG’s response 

to identified fraud 

risk factors

KPMG’s identified

fraud risk factors
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Audit Scotland code of audit practice – Responsibility
of auditors and management
Responsibilities of management

Financial statements Audited bodies must prepare an annual report and accounts containing financial statements and other related reports. They 

have responsibility for:

— Preparing financial statements which give a true and fair view of their financial position and their expenditure and income, 

in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework and relevant legislation;

— Maintaining accounting records and working papers that have been prepared to an acceptable professional standard and 

that support their financial statements and related reports disclosures;

— Ensuring the regularity of transactions, by putting in place systems of internal control to ensure that they are in accordance 

with the requirements;

— Maintaining proper accounting records; and

— Preparing and publishing, along with their financial statements, an annual governance statement, management 

commentary (or equivalent) and a remuneration report that are consistent with the disclosures made in the financial 

statements. Management commentary should be fair, balanced and understandable and also clearly address the longer-

term financial sustainability of the body.

Further, it is the responsibility of management of an audited body, with the oversight of those charged with governance, to 

communicate relevant information to users about the entity and its financial performance, including providing adequate 

disclosures in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. The relevant information should be 

communicated clearly and concisely.

Audited bodies are responsible for developing and implementing effective systems of internal control as well as financial, 

operational and compliance controls. These systems should support the achievement of their objectives and safeguard and 

secure value for money from the public funds at their disposal. They are also responsible for establishing effective and 

appropriate internal audit and risk-management functions.

Prevention and detection 

of fraud and irregularities

Audited bodies are responsible for establishing arrangements for the prevention and detection of fraud, error and 

irregularities, bribery and corruption and also to ensure that their affairs are managed in accordance with proper standards of 

conduct by putting proper arrangements in place.

Appendix 6
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Audit Scotland code of audit practice – Responsibility
of auditors and management (cont.)
Responsibilities of management

Corporate governance 

arrangements

Each body, through its chief executive or accountable officer, is responsible for establishing arrangements to ensure the 

proper conduct of its affairs including the legality of activities and transactions, and for monitoring the adequacy and 

effectiveness of these arrangements. Audited bodies should involve those charged with governance (including Audit 

Committees or equivalent) in monitoring these arrangements.

Financial position Audited bodies are responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to ensure that their financial position is soundly 

based having regard to:

— Such financial monitoring and reporting arrangements as may be specified;

— Compliance with any statutory financial requirements and achievement of financial targets;

— Balances and reserves, including strategies about levels and their future use;

— How they plan to deal with uncertainty in the medium and longer term; and

— The impact of planned future policies and foreseeable developments on their financial position.

Best Value, use of 

resources and 

performance

The Scottish Public Finance Manual sets out that accountable officers appointed by the Principal Accountable Officer for the 

Scottish Administration have a specific responsibility to ensure that arrangements have been made to secure best value.

Appendix 6
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Audit Scotland code of audit practice – Responsibility
of auditors and management (cont.)
Responsibilities of auditors

Appointed auditor 

responsibilities

Auditor responsibilities are derived from statute, this Code, International Standards on Auditing (UK), professional 

requirements and best practice and cover their responsibilities when auditing financial statements and when discharging their

wider scope responsibilities. These are to:

— Undertake statutory duties, and comply with professional engagement and ethical standards;

— Provide an opinion on audited bodies’ financial statements and, where appropriate, the regularity of transactions;

— Review and report on, as appropriate, other information such as annual governance statements, management 

commentaries, remuneration reports, grant claims and whole of government returns;

— Notify the Auditor General when circumstances indicate that a statutory report may be required;

— Participate in arrangements to cooperate and coordinate with other scrutiny bodies (local government sector only);

— Demonstrate compliance with the wider public audit scope by reviewing and providing judgements and conclusions on the 

audited bodies:

- Effectiveness of performance management arrangements in driving economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of 

public money and assets;

- Suitability and effectiveness of corporate governance arrangements; and

- Financial position and arrangements for securing financial sustainability.

Weaknesses or risks identified by auditors are only those which have come to their attention during their normal audit work in 

accordance with the Code, and may not be all that exist. Communication by auditors of matters arising from the audit of the 

financial statements or of risks or weaknesses does not absolve management from its responsibility to address the issues 

raised and to maintain an adequate system of control.

Appendix 6
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Audit Scotland code of audit practice – Responsibility
of auditors and management (cont.)
Responsibilities of auditors

General principles This Code is designed such that adherence to it will result in an audit that exhibits these principles.

Independent When undertaking audit work all auditors should be, and should be seen to be, independent. This means auditors should be 

objective, impartial and comply fully with the Financial Reporting Council’s (FRC) ethical standards and any relevant 

professional or statutory guidance. Auditors will report in public and make recommendations on what they find without being 

influenced by fear or favour.

Proportionate and 

risk based

Audit work should be proportionate and risk based. Auditors need to exercise professional scepticism and demonstrate that 

they understand the environment in which public policy and services operate. Work undertaken should be tailored to the 

circumstances of the audit and the audit risks identified. Audit findings and judgements made must be supported by 

appropriate levels of evidence and explanations. Auditors will draw on public bodies’ self-assessment and self-evaluation 

evidence when assessing and identifying audit risk.

Quality focused Auditors should ensure that audits are conducted in a manner that will demonstrate that the relevant ethical and professional

standards are complied with and that there are appropriate quality-control arrangements in place as required by statute and 

professional standards.

Appendix 6
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Audit Scotland code of audit practice – Responsibility
of auditors and management (cont.)
Responsibilities of auditors

Coordinated 

and integrated

It is important that auditors coordinate their work with internal audit, Audit Scotland, other external auditors and relevant

scrutiny bodies to recognise the increasing integration of service delivery and partnership working within the public sector.

This would help secure value for money by removing unnecessary duplication and also provide a clear programme of scrutiny 

activity for audited bodies.

Public focused The work undertaken by external audit is carried out for the public, including their elected representatives, and in its interest. 

The use of public money means that public audit must be planned and undertaken from a wider perspective than in the private 

sector and include aspects of public stewardship and best value. It will also recognise that public bodies may operate and 

deliver services through partnerships, arm’s-length external organisations (ALEOs) or other forms of joint working with other 

public, private or third sector bodies.

Transparent Auditors, when planning and reporting their work, should be clear about what, why and how they audit. To support 

transparency the main audit outputs should be of relevance to the public and focus on the significant issues arising

from the audit.

Adds value It is important that auditors recognise the implications of their audit work, including their wider scope responsibilities, and that 

they clearly demonstrate that they add value or have an impact in the work that they do. This means that public audit should 

provide clear judgements and conclusions on how well the audited body has discharged its responsibilities and how well they 

have demonstrated the effectiveness of their arrangements. Auditors should make appropriate and proportionate 

recommendations for improvement where significant risks are identified.

Appendix 6
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